Parts of boots diagram

A spur is a metal tool designed to be worn in pairs on the heels of riding boots for the purpose
of directing a horse or other animal to move forward or laterally while riding. It is usually used
to refine the riding aids commands and to back up the natural aids the leg, seat, hands, and
voice. The spur is used in many equestrian disciplines. Most equestrian organizations have
rules in about spur design and use and penalties for using spurs in any manner that constitutes
animal abuse. This very old word derives from Anglo-Saxon spura, spora , related to spornan,
spurnan , to kick, spurn ; cf. Spurs are usually held on by a leather or leather-like spur strap that
goes over the arch of the foot and under the sole in front of the boot heel. Some western
designs have a leather strap that goes only over the top, with a heel chain or a rubber "tiedown"
instead of a strap under the boot. Also, some styles have no straps, where the heel band is
simply very tight and slips on wedged between the sole and heel of the boot. Some spur
designs have a slot for running the spur strap through, others have "buttons", sometimes on
the heel band itself and sometimes attached to the heel band by hinges that allow a strap with
buttonholes to be attached. When used in military ranks, senior officers, and officers of all
ranks in cavalry and other formerly mounted units of some armies, wear a form of spur in
certain orders of dress which is known as the box spur, having no spur strap, but a long metal
prong opposite the neck, extending between the arms of the heel band, which is inserted into a
specially fitted recess or "box" in the base of the boot heel. Due to the prong, such spurs can
only be worn with appropriately equipped boots. This construction is shown in the photos of
the swan neck and Waterford spurs below. Spurs seen in western riding may also have small
curved-up hooks on the shank in front of the rowel, called "chap guards", that were originally
used to prevent the rider's chaps from interfering with the rowels of the spur. The shank angle
from the yoke can vary from "full" to "one half" to "one quarter" to "straight". Some cowboys
also added small metal pajados, also known as jingo bobs or jingle bobs, near the rowel, to
create a jingling sound whenever the foot moved. Rowels can vary in size and number of points.
In the history of veterinary science , the word "rowel" described a small disk of leather or other
material that was used as a seton stitch. Prick spurs had straight necks in the 11th century and
bent ones in the 12th. The earliest form of the spur armed the heel with a single prick. In
England, the rowel spur is shown upon the first seal of Henry III and on monuments of the 13th
century, but it did not come into general use until the 14th century. The earliest rowels probably
did not revolve, but were fixed. The spurs of medieval knights were gilt and those of squires
were silvered. Prick spurs were the standard form until the 14th century, when the rowel began
to become more common. The prick design never died out entirely, but instead became a
thicker, shorter neck with a dulled end, such as the modern "Prince of Wales" design commonly
seen in English riding. Though often decorated throughout history, in the 15th century, spurs
became an art form in both decoration and design, with elaborate engraving, very long shanks,
and large rowels. Though sometimes it has been claimed that the design changes were used
because of barding , the use of barding had fallen out of fashion by the time the most elaborate
spur designs were created. More likely, the elaborate designs reflected the increased
abundance of precious metals, particularly silver , that followed the European exploration of the
Americas that began in Spur designs in Spain and colonial Mexico were particularly elaborate.
For example, the spurs of the Spanish conquistadores were sometimes called espuela grande,
the "grand spur", and could have rowels as large as 6 inches around. In northern Europe, the
spur became less elaborate after the 16th century, particularly following the Stuart Restoration ,
but elaborate spur designs persisted, particularly in the Americas, descendants of which are
still seen today, particularly in Mexico and the western United States , where the spur has
become an integral part of the vaquero and cowboy traditions. The spur as an art form, as well
as a tool, is still seen in western riding , where spurs with engraving and other artistic elements,
often handmade and using silver or other precious metals, are still worn. Collecting of
particularly beautiful antique spurs is a popular pastime for some individuals, particularly
aficionados of western history and cowboy culture. Just as a medieval knight was said to have
"earned his spurs", the awarding of spurs has continued in the modern era as an honour
bestowed upon individuals in organizations with military heritages, and among motorcycle
riders. Members of the Papal Orders of Knighthood receive gilt spurs directly from the hands of
the pope ; members of the British Order of the Garter similarly receive gilt spurs from the
monarch. Inductees into the American Order of the Spur receive gold-coloured usually brass
spurs if they have earned their membership through combat, or silver-coloured usually nickel
spurs if they have not seen combat, but complete a rite of passage. Spurs are worn with the tip
of the neck pointed downward, sitting on the spur rest of the riding boot , if there is one, with
the buckle of the spur strap worn on the outside of the foot. Spur styles differ between
disciplines. Spurs for western riding tend to be heavier, often decorated, and have rowels that
rotate. The neck of western spurs is usually longer and the rowel wide in diameter, to

accommodate the leg position of the western-style rider, where the stirrup is adjusted long, and
the heavy leather used for the saddle 's fenders and stirrups places the rider's leg a bit farther
from the horse. Spurs in English riding tend to be very sleek, slim, and conservative in design,
with a shorter neck, as the saddle and leg position is closer to the horse. They usually have a
rounded or blunt end. Rowels are not as popular as the plain blunt end, although some types
include a rowel or smooth disk on the end. When used in sports requiring finesse, such as
dressage , the spur's purpose is not to speed up the horse, but to give accurate and precise
aids in lateral and complex movements, such as pirouettes, travers , and renvers , and the airs
above the ground. Dressage riders tend to ride in Waterford- style spurs with a rounded knob at
the end. Conversely, show hunter and jumper riders may use a flatter end to encourage forward
movement, such as the Prince of Wales design. Another type of modern spur is those used on
motorcycles. They are characterized by rowels worn as foot jewelry, hung off of boots. They can
be similar in appearance to spurs worn by equestrians. Their bright material attracts motor
vehicle drivers to the presence of motorcyclists, especially to their feet where riders are most
vulnerable when stopped in traffic. They are also awarded by motorcycle clubs. The spur is a
refined tool, [7] designed to allow the rider to transmit very subtle signals to the horse that are
nearly invisible to any other observer. No matter the discipline, it is important that a rider has a
correct position before using spurs, with a deep seat, legs lengthened to the extent allowed by
the stirrups , heels down, with knees and thighs rolled in so that the rider has a solid base of
support. A swinging or unstable leg may inadvertently jab the horse with the spur as the rider
sits, thus irritating, harming, and frightening the horse, and chronic misuse may deaden it to the
leg aids. Improper use may also provoke dangerous or undesirable behaviors such as bucking
or running away. Spurs are rarely used in sports such as horse racing , where the rider's leg is
not significantly in contact with the horse. Most spurs are activated by the rider flexing the heel
slightly up and in. A roweled spur permits an additional type of action; a rider can roll the spur
lightly against the side of the horse rather than being limited to simply pressing inward. The
exception to the use of spurs in a subtle fashion is in the rodeo events of bull riding and saddle
bronc and bareback riding , where the rider is required to spur in an elaborate, stylized fashion,
touching the horse or bull at every stride. This requirement is designed to resemble the
behavior of old-time horse-breakers, who would deliberately provoke a horse to buck. In
modern times, riders are required to use spurs in a manner that is merely encouraging a horse
that is already predisposed to buck; they are not to produce pain. Spur design and use is
strictly defined by rodeo rules, spurs are dull, and rowels must turn freely. In fact, the way spurs
are to be used in bucking events generally makes it harder for the rider to stay on; in bareback
bronc competition, the spurs must be above the point of the horse's shoulder at the first jump
and remain forward at all times, deliberately creating a very awkward position for the rider that
requires both strength and coordination to stay on the horse. In saddle-bronc competition, the
rider must make a full sweep with the spurs from shoulder to flank with each jump, requiring
great concentration, and any error in balance puts the rider in a position to be quickly unseated.
Bull riders are allowed a position that is the closest to that of classic riding, they are not
required to spur the bull, but if they choose to spur, may do so with their legs down in a style
that resembles a normal riding position. Spurs are divided into men's, women's, and children's,
according to width which must fit on the heel of the rider's boot. Many competition rules limit
the length of the neck. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Metal tool used in horsemanship.
For other uses, see Spur disambiguation. For the Sri Lankan general, see Renuka Rowel. For
the author of "Letters from Hell", see M. This article needs additional citations for verification.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
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any picture located on this page or any other page on this site is yours, please let me know and
I will gladly remove it. The back quarter is the portion of the shaft in the back of the cowboy
boot. Collar â€” The collar is the very top portion of the boot shaft. Some cowboy boots have
decorative collar stitching or overlays. It is the V-shape at the very top front and back of the
cowboy boot shaft. The styles vary, but the purpose of the dip is to prevent the boot from
pinching your leg when you take a step. The front quarter is the portion of the shaft in the front
of the cowboy boot. Some heel styles are intended for fashion only and are not appropriate for
riding or work. Heel Cap â€” The heel cap is the cover on the bottom of the cowboy boot heel. It
is most often a composite or rubber material to provide slip-protection. The heel counter,
however, is the back part of the foot, above the heel and below the back quarter of the shaft.
Many cowboy boots offer high-tech materials and cushioning to provide comfort and stability.
Comfort in this area is key in determining a proper cowboy boot fit. Unlike shoes with laces, a
cowboy boot has only the instep to hold it securely to the foot. Hence, proper fit in the instep is
of utmost importance. The fit should be snug, not tight or loose. Work boots tend to have
composite and rubber outsoles, and traditional cowboy boots tend to have leather outsoles.
Since this portion of the boot is exposed to the greatest wear, it is important to consider the
function of your cowboy boots when choosing the outsole material for greatest durability and
comfort. Not all styles have piping, but it is a common addition. It is used to cover stitching that
holds the pieces of leather together and to cover exposed edges. Some styles have pull holes
instead of tabs. Shank inside the boot, not pictured â€” The shank is the interior portion of the
boot that is under the insole as reinforcement for the arch. It is most commonly thin strip of
steel or composite. The heel extends a small amount past the back of the cowboy boot, creating
a ledge for a spur to rest and not slide down the back of the heel. Throat â€” The throat is
another term for the boot shaft front quarter and back quarter. Toe Box â€” The toe box is a
reinforced section of the foot that defines the toe shape. The most popular cowboy boot styles
are square toe, round toe, pointed toe, and snip toe. It can have a variety of decorative designs,
but it most commonly comes to a point where the shaft and vamp meet. This added layer of
material offers protection to the foot and durability to the leather when spurs are worn. Welt â€”
The welt, sometimes called a rand, is the stitched connection between the outsole and the boot
vamp. A full-welt cowboy boot has stitching almost all the way to the heel portion of the cowboy
boot. A three-quarter welt cowboy boot stitching goes to the mid-sole of the boot under your
arch. The heel area is usually pegged or nailed rather than stitched. Double-stitched welt is two
rows of visible stitching, and single-stitched welt is one row of visible stitching around the foot,
on the outsole. Boot Anatomy The Parts of a Western Boot There are so many technical terms
when describing the different parts of cowboy boots. Search for clues, synonyms, words,
anagrams or if you already have some letters enter the letters here using a question mark or
full-stop in place of any you don't know e. Definition of vamps piece of leather forming the front
part of the upper of a shoe. We've listed any clues from our database that match your search.
There will also be a list of synonyms for your answer. The synonyms have been arranged
depending on the number of charachters so that they're easy to find. If a particular answer is
generating a lot of interest on the site today, it may be highlighted in orange. If your word has
any anagrams, they'll be listed too along with a definition for the word if we have one. Missing
Link Privacy. We'd just like to take a moment to apologise for the continued delays the site is
currently experiencing. We're working closely with our server provider and will try to get things
back to normal as soon as possible. Sorry, and we hope you continue to use The Crossword
Solver. We've arranged the synonyms in length order so that they are easier to find. We hope
that you find the site useful. Regards, The Crossword Solver Team. More clues you might be
interested in persuasive whip mark hovering cynically valiantly cynical sideways painstakingly
rider bloated threaten accolade impudently compensating edible root compassionate
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receptacle details seconded wife of zeus. Clue Answer. Parts of boots 5. Parts of shoes 5.
Extemporises musically 5. In an effort to help our readers in their future boot purchases we
have compiled a quick and easy guide to common boot terminology. You don't have to be a
boot expert overnight, but knowing the common terms will help you immensely when shopping
for your next pair of boots. Note that all boots are different, but this general guide will give you a
sense of the basic anatomy of the boot. Pictured: Ugg Hannen men's boot Amazon. Eyelet -

Holes where the laces go through. You will often hear the term 6-Eyelet or 8-Eyelet boot
referring to the number of eyelet rows on a boot. Can be used to help determine the height of
the boot. Heel - The back portion of the shoe that comes into direct contact with the ground.
Insole - The inner sole found inside of the boot that touches your foot. The insole often
determines your comfort when wearing a boot. Leather insoles need time to break in. Lacing The laces of the boot. Laces come in a variety of shapes and materials from round nylon laces
to ribbon leather laces. Commonly seen in winter boots and work boots. Pull Tab - A looped
piece of fabric or leather used to aid in putting on the boot. Can be also referred to as a Pull
Loop. Not all boots have this feature. Sole - The bottom part of the boot which touches the
ground. There are many different types of soles. Speed Lacing System - Different from a lace
eyelet. Allows you to quickly lace and tighten your laces. Usually found in work and sports
boots. Toe Box - Part of the boot that covers and protects the toes. These come in a variety of
styles and shapes. Tongue - A strip of material that is located under the laces of the boot.
Usually made of leather or a matching upper material. Commonly made of leather or suede.
Pictured: Wolverine Mile Amazon. Counter - A heel counter is a firm insert placed to fortify the
heel cup of a boot for increased heel and arch support. Rubber Forepart - Glued or stitched on
as part of the sole. The rubber material provides extra traction. Rubber Heel - Glued or stitched
on rubber material for heel traction and durability. Shank - Supportive structure between the
outsole and insole. Stacked Leather Heel - Pieces of leather stacked in a layered construction to
form a heel. Stitching - Used to sew pieces of the upper together. Welt - Where the upper
attaches to the sole. Usually made of pieces of leather, plastic or rubber. Buying Guides. Boot
Camp Guides. A Lesson In Boot Leather. Essential Men's Dress Boot Guide. Browse All Guides.
How to Clean Leather Boots. How to Clean Suede Boots. Daily Boot Care Guide. Best Mens
Duck Boots September 16, Boot Camp. Shank - Supportive structure between the outsole and
insole Stacked Leather Heel - Pieces of leather stacked in a layered construction to form a heel.
Like an article? Share it with others! Email Address. Sign Up. Stirrups are a pretty no-brainer
part of the saddle, but the style of the stirrup and feel can depend upon the preference of the
rider as well as the function of the saddle. Below are several examples of the different types of
stirrups we sell at HorseSaddleShop. These stirrups are basic leather-covered wooden trail
riding stirrups that will accommodate a wide range of feet. If you wear a large boot while riding,
you'll probably need oversized stirrups that have extra room. The special angled nylon top bar
helps place rider's feet in a level position for decreased knee and ankle fatigue. Checking the fit
of your saddle. Basic Stirrups These stirrups are basic leather-covered wooden trail riding
stirrups that will accommodate a wide range of feet. Oversized Stirrups If you wear a large boot
while riding, you'll probably need oversized stirrups that have extra room. English Saddles.
Western Wear. Small light frames or rings for receiving the foot of a rider that are attached by a
strap to a saddle and used to aid in mounting and as a support while riding Stirrups are a pretty
no-brainer part of the saddle, but the style of the stirrup and feel can depend upon the
preference of the rider as well as the function of the saddle. Some basics for bootmen Boot
Terminology. Have you ever been confused by some terminology describing different parts of
boots? You're not alone. Here is a guide to the most frequently used terms and even some
esoteric references, too. Links are in blue. These go to other web pages. Boot terms are in red.
The terms are defined in the paragraphs below. The Boot Shaft is the part of the boot that
covers your leg. It has two measurements. The height is taken on the inside seam of the boot,
and is measured from where the shaft meets the sole of the boot, to the top of the shaft. To
determine where the top of a boot will hit on your leg, measure the height of the shaft against
the inside of your leg, starting at your instep. The circumference sometimes called calf size is
the measurement around widest part of the shaft of the boot. To see if tall boots will fit your
calves, measure around the widest part of your calf, and compare your measurement to the
shaft circumference. An overlay and inlay are decorative work involving multiple layers and
colors of leather. See the section on the Upper Vamp below for more information on these
designs. A zipper or buckles may be used on the side or back of a boot shaft to facilitate making
a boot easier to put on or take off. A liner or lining may be sewn on the inside of the shaft for
added strength and stiffness, as well as to increase water resistance. Liners on the inside of
boot shafts are usually made of soft cowhide leather. But some liners for boots like Mukluks
may be made of fur or synthetic materials. A drawback of lined boot shafts is that the lining can
limit moisture from leaving the boot. A back stay is a strip of leather that runs up and down the
back of the inside of the boot lining to stiffen and support the boot and hold up the top, which
gets the most movement. Shafts on boots like cowboy boots may also have fancy stitching of
various and contrasting colors sewn into the shaft. Such stitching makes boots very distinctive.
Some particular brands of cowboy boots use stitching patterns unique to them which some
discerning Bootmen can distinguish. Piping is a rounded strip of leather that runs up the side

seams of some types of boots. Sewn dead center between the back and front of the boot, piping
can be in the same color or a contrasting color of leather to make the boot or its stitching
patterns stand out more. Piping is also used to hide stitching that holds the side seams
together. Boot shafts are finished differently at the top: Hiking and work boots may have a
padded collar that cushions the ankle and the Achilles tendon. The collar limits rocks and mud
from entering the boot while hiking on rocky terrain. Other boots finish the top of the boot shaft
in what is called a scallop. A scallop can be flat, called a stovepipe because the boot shaft looks
like an old-fashioned stovepipe. Biker Boots usually have a stovepipe scallop. Cowboy Boots
often have a v-shaped sometimes called a dip or other type of scallop. There are as many as
eight different types of shaft scallops on boots. Scallops may be finished with beading , which
is a slender, rounded strip of leather that encircles the top of the boot. The beading is most
often made from the same material as the piping that runs down the side of the boot. Some
pull-on boot shafts may have features to help the wearer pull the boot on. These include: A pull
tab is usually a strip of leather stitched around the left and right side of the shaft. A pull tab may
be the same color as the shaft color, or a contrasting color. Mule ears are longer strips of
leather that look like the ears of a mule. These are found on some cowboy boots like buckaroos.
Shaft holes are just what their name says -- two holes near the top of the right and left side of
the boot shaft. Buckaroo cowboy boots often have shaft holes. Inner pulls are usually made of
synthetic fabric and are sewn inside the right and left sides of a boot shaft, such as on a pair of
police patrol boots. A Bootman will often use a pair of boot hooks to grab each inner pull to pull
the boot on, especially if boots will be worn over pants such as breeches. The upper , also
called a vamp , surrounds and protects the foot from the sole up. Uppers are built around a last
, which is a mold used to shape the boot's materials. Some boots are made with a single layer of
material single vamp , a double layer double vamp , or even triple layer triple vamp for added
insulation and water penetration resistance. The upper attaches to the heel counter in the back,
and to the front parts of the boot top in the front. Other components of the upper may include
the parts listed below, but these parts are not on all types of boots. The toe , described in the
section about boot toes below. The heel box , described in the section about boot heels below.
These may be overlaid or underlaid. Overlay patterns are sewn over the principal boot leather
overlaid , while inlay patterns are sewn in from underneath underlaid to produce a cutout
window-type design. Overlays and inlays may be on the upper vamp and on the boot shaft. A
specialized type of overlay is a motorcycle shift guard which is an added layer of leather sewn
on to the upper of the left boot of a pair of some brands of biker boots. The shift guard is
designed to provide protection to the boot and the foot of a motorcycle rider who uses a
foot-operated shift lever on the left side of a motorcycle. A liner built into the upper to increase
water repellency. Liners may be used on boots with fabric uppers, like hiking boots. The
drawback of liners is that they can limit moisture from leaving the boot. The tongue folds under
boots with the laces when tied. A fully gusseted tongue joins the tongue to the leather body via
flexible leather, keeping water and dirt out of the boot. A kilty or false tongue is an 8" 20 cm
strip of leather with a serrated edge at the bottom which is held in place by the bootlace as it
passes through the bottom eyelets. Kilties were originally intended to provide padding between
the bootlaces and the instep of the foot in logger boots. This was necessary in boots which
used thin leather for the tongue and also protected the tongue from wear by the laces. The boot
toe is the very front end of the boot. Toes can come in as many as 12 different styles , varying
from ultra narrow X-toe to wide and round W-toe. The most variation in boot toes are found on
cowboy boots. Here are other features of boot toes: The toe box surrounds and protects the
wearer's toes. It is a stiff piece of material that is placed in the top of the boot toe between the
outer vamp leather and the lining to reinforce the shape. The heavier the boot weight, the more
protection. A steel toe is a piece of steel molded on the inside of the boot's toe box, usually
between two pieces of leather in a double-vamp boot. A steel toe provides reinforcement and
protection to the wearer's feet. A toe rand , also known as a toe cap , is an optional piece of
metal nailed on to the front toe of a cowboy boot. Toe rands or caps are added for appearance
and styling. They may be made of various metals such as aluminum, silver, or gold, or metal
alloys. A toe bug is a design stitched onto the top of the vamp of many cowboy boots so you
can see it when you look down at the boot. A wingtip is on some cowboy boots , and is usually
a contrasting color of leather found at the toe. A wingtip usually is in a V-pattern and looks like
the edge of a bird's wing. Boot heels are specially designed for a particular type of boot.
Cowboy Boots can have as many as 13 different types of heels , ranging from low, flat, short
block heels to 3" or higher underslung heels. Other boots usually have a heel that matches the
style of the boot. For example, engineer boots usually have a rounded block heel of about 1" 2", usually finished with a rubber heel lift on the bottom. Hiking boots usually have the heel
integrated with the rest of the boot sole and has little difference in height from the rest of the

sole. Other parts of a boot related to the heel include: The heel cup , or heel counter , that holds
and supports the heel, assisting in minimizing lift when walking and offers ankle stability. A heel
lift is a protective cap or pad, usually made of rubber, attached to the bottom of the heel on
most but not all boots. Taps are sometimes found on boots. A horseshoe tap may be used on
the heel, and a rounded tap may be used on the sole at the toe. The purpose of taps on boots is
to prevent wear, and they're also used for sound, so that the Bootman can be heard walking in
his boots. A heel pad is a thin piece of leather that is glued on the inside of the boot, on top of
the insole. It protects the insole at the heel from excessive wear. A spur ridge is a small "ledge"
or part of a boot heel that sticks out behind the bottom of the boot shaft onto which a spur may
be worn. The ridge helps to prevent the spur from falling below the heel, especially when
mounting or dismounting a horse. A heel rand , also known as a heel cap , is an optional piece
of metal nailed on to the back of the boot where the heel meets the bottom of the boot. Heel
rands or caps are added for appearance and styling, usually on cowboy boots. They may be
made of various metals, such as aluminum, silver, or gold, or metal alloys. The boot sole is the
only part of the boot besides the bottom of the heel that actually has contact with the ground.
As such, boot soles are usually made of very sturdy materials that can withstand constant wear
and tear, and will not be easily penetrated by debris on the ground. A boot sole is composed of
three parts: The outsole which is the part that touches the ground. Outsoles may be made of
leather, rubber, or synthetic materials. Leather soles are usually found on cowboy boots and
boots like those built on the Wellington design. The leather is usually thick and smooth. New
boots with leather soles may slide on carpet or polished floors. Leather soles make for a dressy
appearance. Rubber soles are found on boots used by bikers and hikers , among others. Boots
with rubber soles provide good traction and resistance to penetration by rocks or road debris.
Lug soles are made from a special type of hard, durable rubber. This is a lug sole with a
particular tread pattern and diamond-shaped sole insert. Lug soles provide superb traction.
Waffle soles may be found on hiking or combat boots. They are also made of leather, but the
pattern is crossed like a waffle. These soles resist accumulating dirt or mud between the treads.
The midsole is a layer of synthetic, leather, or fabric material that stabilizes the boot and
supports the foot with shanks. A shank is a metal or heavy plastic strip in the sole used as
reinforcement for the wearer's arch. It provides support for the bottom of the boot. Shanks can
be plastic or steel. Most bootmakers today use a thin, precut strip of eighteen-gauge steel,
which is glued, whipstitched, or tacked in place. The insole directly contacts and cushions the
foot inside the boot and is often removable. Insoles are usually made of a soft synthetic
material, or may be made of leather, fur, or wool. Sometimes Bootmen have complained about
their feet hurting inside boots. Replacing the original insole with a new one may relieve that
problem, particularly if a new type of insole is used such as one with gel inserts. Boot soles are
attached to the upper with either stitching or glue. Stitching provides stiffness to the boot.
Stitching also allows worn soles to be replaced easily. Gluing, or cementing, soles to the upper
is not as durable as stitching, but is less heavy and more flexible. In hiking boots , a piece of
rubber covering the joint between the upper and the boot sole is called a rand. It is not the same
thing as a heel or toe rand on a cowboy boot, but has the same shape. A rand protects the joint
between the upper and the boot sole and has a tight seal to ensure water resistance. Welt or
welting is a strip of heavy leather that is sewn around the lasting space of the upper and joins it
to the insole. The sole is then stitched to the
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welt with a second seam. The welt is also known as the "rand" in cowboy and many other
styles of boots. Inseaming thread a waxed flax or polyester thread which will lock in position
when stitched tight is used to stitch the welt to the upper and the sole of the boot. A pegged
sole has wooden pegs made from maple or lemonwood driven through undersized holes,
completely piercing the outsole, upper and insole. Then the pegs are floated smoothed off on
the interior of the boot. These pegs, in rows of one to three deep, run along the arch shank of
the boot down to the heel. Along with stitching and glue, they hold the insole and outsole
together. Pegs are usually a sign of a better-quality boot. If a boot sole is pegged, one can see
the tops of the pegs when looking inside the boot. Content from Booted Harleydude. These are
used with permission. A few other pictures are from various publicly available internet sources.
Text from About. Tyler Beard from which content on this page is quoted.

